The aim of investigating the coordination of the complex system constituted by resources, environment, ecology, economy and society subsystems (CSR3ES), is to achieve sustainable development by: (1) describing the complicated relationships of the inner-subsystems and inter-systems; (2) designing the calculation method of the coordination degree for CSR3ES; (3) analyzing its developing trends from a macro point of view through comprehensive coordination degree; and (4) to determine the direction of system restoration from a micro point of view based on the inner-subsystem and inter-subsystem coordination degree, and to develop specific improvement strategies. By setting a province-level administrative region as a decision-making unit (DMU), the nationwide coordination of CSR3ES was studied. The main conclusions are: (1) The coordination degree between the subsystems is directly influenced by interactions between the elements. (2) Within the provinces and autonomous regions (PARs) in China, the levels of coordinated development of inter-subsystems are high, while the coordinated development between the elements within a single subsystem level are low. Furthermore, a positive coherent effect is exerted on the comprehensive coordination degree of CSR3ES by the inter-system synergistic effects. (3) In terms of spatial correlation, five comprehensive coordinated development modes of CSR3ES are formed: the northeast regional coordination mode group; the northwest regional uncoordinated mode group; the southeast regional coordination mode group; the central regional random mode group; and the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei polarization mode.
Introduction
Currently, many complicated issues face the world's population. These issues include resource problems (over-exploitation of resources, waste of resources, etc.), environmental issues (air pollution, water contamination, etc.), ecological problems (loss of biodiversity, ecology damage, etc.), economic issues (imbalance of economic development, etc.) and social issues (uneven distribution of social resources, etc.). All of these issues are caused, to a large extent, by serious incoordination of the complex system constituted by resources, environment, ecology, economy, and society subsystems (CSR3ES). When the connection and coordination of one or more subsystems occurs, subsystem independence prevails, which leads to the abnormal operation of the entire complex system [1] . The complicated issues that affect national development can only be successfully solved through the cross-synthesis of cross-synthesis of subjects. This will therefore enable the traditional disciplinary boundaries to be broken; it will improve the awareness and understanding of CSR3ES; it will regulate the internal relationships between the subsystems; it will achieve coordinated inter-subsystem operations; and it will restore the entire system into a highly ordered state where "unity" occupies a dominant position.
Sustainable development is an ideological innovation, as well as being a rational development mode proposed after rethinking the uncoordinated development phenomena of the resources, environment, ecology, economy and society (REEES) [2, 3] . The coordinated development of a complex system is a process through which the system, or the elements of the system, evolves from simplicity to complexity, from a low to a high level, and from disorder to order on the basis of the coordination, collaboration and virtuous cycle [4] . In order to attain the target of sustainable development, the coordinated development of REEES has to be initially achieved. Coordinated development is a precondition and necessary guarantee of sustainable development, and only a coordinated development can be a sustainable development [5, 6] . Therefore, coordination is essential for sustainable development, any actions that are detrimental to achieving coordinated development should be adjusted and controlled in order to reasonably exploit and sustainably utilize natural resources; to effectively improve and protect the environment; and to achieve a balanced ecosystem, a healthy and orderly economic development, and a society with harmony, stability, fairness and justice ( Figure 1 ). The coordinated development of REEES has become the optimal model for attaining sustainable development in the future. The coordination of a complex system is an important characteristic that reflects the relationships between the various subsystems, and among the internal indexes of these subsystems. The coordination degree of a complex system is a quantitative index that measures the harmony and consistency of the system, or among the elements of the system, during its development. A higher coordination degree indicates a higher consistency of development of the system, or among its elements. On the contrary, a lower coordination degree demonstrates the uncoordinated development of the system, or among its elements, and it identifies the necessity to adopt appropriate measures and strategies to improve and regulate the internal relationships between the subsystems. Coordination has transitioned from initial theoretical discussion to being applied in current research on sustainable development, accompanied by the successive establishment of large index systems and evaluation methods and models. The coordination degree evaluation model can be currently divided into three categories: distance type, change type and integrated type (Table 1) . Although some achievements [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] have been made in studying the coordination degree of the complex systems, a few issues still need to be clarified: Firstly, many terms have emerged, for example resource environment, environmental resources, ecological environment and social The coordination of a complex system is an important characteristic that reflects the relationships between the various subsystems, and among the internal indexes of these subsystems. The coordination degree of a complex system is a quantitative index that measures the harmony and consistency of the system, or among the elements of the system, during its development. A higher coordination degree indicates a higher consistency of development of the system, or among its elements. On the contrary, a lower coordination degree demonstrates the uncoordinated development of the system, or among its elements, and it identifies the necessity to adopt appropriate measures and strategies to improve and regulate the internal relationships between the subsystems. Coordination has transitioned from initial theoretical discussion to being applied in current research on sustainable development, accompanied by the successive establishment of large index systems and evaluation methods and models. The coordination degree evaluation model can be currently divided into three categories: distance type, change type and integrated type (Table 1) . Although some achievements [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] have been made in studying the coordination degree of the complex systems, a few issues still need to be clarified: Firstly, many terms have emerged, for example resource environment, environmental resources, ecological environment and social economy. Although these terms have been widely debated, no consensus has yet been reached with regard to their definitions. Moreover, there are no corresponding terms in any international environment, ecology, economic or sociology dictionaries [21] . Secondly, current investigations [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] largely focus on the coordination of binary or ternary component complex systems, and they rarely focus on the comprehensive analysis and research of REEES, which are closely related to sustainable development. Thirdly, the comprehensive coordination analysis and measurement of a complex system only considers either the internal coordination of the inner-subsystems or the coordination among them. Due to the integrity of complex systems, this consideration is one-sided and unreasonable. It is important, therefore, to explore the mechanism of coordination, and to evaluate the coordination degree of CSR3ES in the context of sustainable development. In this paper, statistical and spatial analysis of the coordination of CSR3ES in 31 provinces and autonomous regions (PARs) in China were performed using data relevant to resources, environment, ecology, economy and society from the latest Statistical Yearbooks. The aim of this analysis is to identify the characteristics of the five subsystems, which are independent in concepts and correlated in development. Through analyzing the coordination of the inner-subsystem and inter-system, as well as the comprehensive coordination of CSR3ES, the weak links in the sustainable development of REEES in PARs were identified. Measures for improving the direction of development, and to provide a scientific basis for sustainable development are proposed.
CSR3ES
CSR3ES is an open, complicated and dynamic general system with a specific structure and certain functions. Figure 2 illustrates the subsystems of CSR3ES and their interactions. CSR3ES can be quantitatively described as:
where S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 and S 5 represent resources, environment, ecology, economy and society subsystem, respectively; R a is the relation system, i.e., a correction set in CSR3ES which includes various inter-subsystem correlations and inter-index correlations within the single subsystems. These complicated correlations are formed through direct inter-subsystem multi-correlations of the structures, or by relevant factors. They are characteristic of multi-directional effects and they have the basic attributes of diversity, interaction, hierarchy, dynamics, etc. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] ; T is time which embodies the time sequence of CSR3ES; I i , i " 1, 2,¨¨¨, 5 are the indices of various subsystems (dynamic order parameters of complex systems); C i , i " 1, 2,¨¨¨, 5 are the structures of various subsystems, respectively; and F i , i " 1, 2,¨¨¨, 5 are the index calculating functions or methods of various subsystems, respectively. Research on CSR3ES aims to identify intrinsic links among its elements (subsystems). It is understood that, within a complex system, coordination is relative while incoordination is absolute, thus the ultimate objective of a complex system is overall optimization. The aim of investigating the coordination of CSR3ES is to strive to make coordinated relationships between resources, environment, ecology, economy and society; this will realize the objectives of CSR3ES and achieve the sustainable development of human society. This can be achieved by considering the inter-system interrelation and complicated coupling characteristics and, according to the idea of systematic coordination, by optimizing the overall design and achieving mutual coordination and collaboration between the subsystems [27] [28] [29] .
Data Preparation

Region Scale and Experimental Data
In this study, by setting a province-level administrative region as a decision making unit (DMU), the experimental analysis on the coordination of CSR3ES was undertaken on a nationwide scale to master and control the macro coordination states of the REEES of various PARs. The index data for 31 PARs of China in 2013 were calculated using data derived from different sources. These included China Statistical Yearbook (2014) [30] , China Statistical Yearbook on Environment (2014) [31] , China Land and Resources Statistical Yearbook (2014) [32] , China Water Conservancy Yearbook (2014) [33] , Statistical Yearbooks (2014) of the PARs (excluding Hong Kong and Macao special administrative regions, and Taiwan Province), and other related survey data. All calculations were normalized and analyzed for the coordination of REEES.
Index System Establishment
Establishing the coordination analysis index system of CSR3ES is to define the dynamic order parameters , 1, 2, ,5
i Ii  of the complex system, which are quantitatively expressed in CSR3ES. Its main task, themed by the pursuit of the coordinated development of REEES, is to construct a set of operational and quantifiable evaluation methods to comprehensively reflect and quantitatively measure the coordinated development state and coordination degree in PARs across China. Currently, there is no universal index selection criterion, and the index selection criteria and accuracy also vary with the specific monitoring and evaluation target, regional scale, etc. The index selection of CSR3ES, based on current research achievements on index selection, follows the traditional selection principles, such as operability, relative independence, instructive principles, comparability, etc. The index selection, due to the abstract concept and broad contents of CSR3ES, should also satisfy the following requirements according to the research scale and data collection of the present paper: Research on CSR3ES aims to identify intrinsic links among its elements (subsystems). It is understood that, within a complex system, coordination is relative while incoordination is absolute, thus the ultimate objective of a complex system is overall optimization. The aim of investigating the coordination of CSR3ES is to strive to make coordinated relationships between resources, environment, ecology, economy and society; this will realize the objectives of CSR3ES and achieve the sustainable development of human society. This can be achieved by considering the inter-system interrelation and complicated coupling characteristics and, according to the idea of systematic coordination, by optimizing the overall design and achieving mutual coordination and collaboration between the subsystems [27] [28] [29] .
Data Preparation
Region Scale and Experimental Data
Index System Establishment
Establishing the coordination analysis index system of CSR3ES is to define the dynamic order parameters I i , i " 1, 2,¨¨¨, 5 of the complex system, which are quantitatively expressed in CSR3ES. Its main task, themed by the pursuit of the coordinated development of REEES, is to construct a set of operational and quantifiable evaluation methods to comprehensively reflect and quantitatively measure the coordinated development state and coordination degree in PARs across China.
Currently, there is no universal index selection criterion, and the index selection criteria and accuracy also vary with the specific monitoring and evaluation target, regional scale, etc. The index selection of CSR3ES, based on current research achievements on index selection, follows the traditional selection principles, such as operability, relative independence, instructive principles, comparability, etc. The index selection, due to the abstract concept and broad contents of CSR3ES, should also satisfy the following requirements according to the research scale and data collection of the present paper: (1) The selected indices should cover broad rather than detailed contents, and they should be able to describe and embody the status and changing trends of all related aspects (resources, environment, ecology, society, economy, etc.). (2) The selected indices should be of high interest and popularity, easy to understand by decision makers, and easy to communicate to the public. (3) The data used for index calculation should be reliable and accessible. (4) It should be feasible to obtain important data for index calculation from collected data and documents. (5) The comprehensive indices should be able to be employed to evaluate existing and emerging problems, diagnose factors causing the damages, and guide the formulation and implementation of policies and measures.
The hierarchical structure can not only easily describe the function dependency relationship between the subsystems, but also provide a convenient way to break down a complex system. Most importantly, it matches people's ideas in dealing with complicated affairs. Therefore, the subsystem structures C i , i " 1, 2,¨¨¨, 5 in CSR3ES were all defined as hierarchical systems in the present paper. In reality, three to ten typical and representative indices are required for each hierarchical element.
Under the premise of the above requirements, the coordination analysis index system of CSR3ES was established by relying on five aspects: (1) analyzing the current resource utilization with the resource elements consisting of water, land and forest resources; (2) performing environmental carrying capacity analysis with the environmental elements constituted by environmental protection and environmental quality; (3) investigating basic status and restoration of the ecosystems with the ecological elements; (4) studying overall regional economic development and transportation network development, as well as potential developments, with the economic elements; and (5) studying social conditions and phenomena, and analyzing social development levels with the social elements.
The goal-criteria-index three-hierarchy index system of CSR3ES was established using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method ( Figure 3 ). This reflects the interactions and mutual effects of the inter-elements within a subsystem and inter-subsystems of REEES, and it is convenient for the coordination evaluation of CSR3ES. (1) The selected indices should cover broad rather than detailed contents, and they should be able to describe and embody the status and changing trends of all related aspects (resources, environment, ecology, society, economy, etc.). ( 2) The selected indices should be of high interest and popularity, easy to understand by decision makers, and easy to communicate to the public. (3) The data used for index calculation should be reliable and accessible. (4) It should be feasible to obtain important data for index calculation from collected data and documents. (5) The comprehensive indices should be able to be employed to evaluate existing and emerging problems, diagnose factors causing the damages, and guide the formulation and implementation of policies and measures.
The hierarchical structure can not only easily describe the function dependency relationship between the subsystems, but also provide a convenient way to break down a complex system. Most importantly, it matches people's ideas in dealing with complicated affairs. Therefore, the subsystem structures , 1, 2, ,5
i Ci  in CSR3ES were all defined as hierarchical systems in the present paper. In reality, three to ten typical and representative indices are required for each hierarchical element. Under the premise of the above requirements, the coordination analysis index system of CSR3ES was established by relying on five aspects: (1) analyzing the current resource utilization with the resource elements consisting of water, land and forest resources; (2) performing environmental carrying capacity analysis with the environmental elements constituted by environmental protection and environmental quality; (3) investigating basic status and restoration of the ecosystems with the ecological elements; (4) studying overall regional economic development and transportation network development, as well as potential developments, with the economic elements; and (5) studying social conditions and phenomena, and analyzing social development levels with the social elements.
The goal-criteria-index three-hierarchy index system of CSR3ES was established using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method ( Figure 3 ). This reflects the interactions and mutual effects of the inter-elements within a subsystem and inter-subsystems of REEES, and it is convenient for the coordination evaluation of CSR3ES. 
Data Normalization
Since the effectiveness of selected indices for system coordination is not always unidirectional (indices that have positive effectiveness are called positive indices, and vice versa), some indices may go through a conversion of positive and negative effectiveness, especially with the variation of indices and the development of the complex system. The effectiveness of selected indices is positive when the index value approaches a specific value, and negative when they approach other specific values such as the consumer price index (CPI). These indices are called appropriate indices [7] . Before performing coordination analysis, therefore, the impact of dimension and magnitude differences of the index data must be eliminated by separately normalizing the positive, negative and moderate indices to achieve the communalities of evaluation indices.
Index data matrix of each subsystem (S i ), composed of n samples and m i indices (indices selected from subsystem S i ), is developed and expressed as X i "´x jk¯nˆm i
. The positive, negative and moderate indices can be obtained using Equation (2):
where x jk is the kth index value of the jth sample of subsystem S i ; and the maxx jk , minx jk and x 0k are the maximum, minimum and appropriate values of the kth index of subsystem S i , respectively.
Research Methods
To design the coordination degree calculation method of CSR3ES is to define the function F i , i " 1, 2,¨¨¨, 5 of the quantitative expression model of CSR3ES. There are three types of coordination degree of CSR3ES: the coordination degree between the elements within a subsystem (termed the inner-subsystem coordination degree); those between the subsystems (termed the inter-subsystem coordination degree); and the comprehensive coordination degree, which is calculated from the previous two.
Inner-Subsystem Coordination Degree
Definition 1. Subsystem ideal coordination state. All the index values of a subsystem are the maximum values of a normalized data sample, and they are expressed by the vector: Xì "`maxx j1 , maxx j2 ,¨¨¨, maxx jm i˘. Definition 2. Subsystem worst coordination state. All the index values of a subsystem are the minimum values of a normalized data sample, and they are expressed by the vector: Xí "`minx j1 , minx j2 ,¨¨¨, minx jm i˘.
The inner-subsystem coordination degree, reflecting the coordination state of the indices in a subsystem, reflects the proximity of the subsystem to its ideal state as measured by distance or similarity [34, 35] . The calculation steps of the inner-subsystem coordination degree are:
Step 1: Calculate the distances from sample subsystem i to its optimal and worst coordination states, respectively. Adopt the Euclidean distances, i.e., dì and dí between samples and vectors Xì and Xí to express them, respectively (Equation (3)). Step 2: Calculate the proximity of sample subsystem i to its ideal coordination state, i.e., the coordination degree of sample subsystem cd i (Equation (4)).
where cd i P r0, 1s. When the mean values of all the indices within subsystem i are at the maximum, dì " 0 and dí " 1, thus cd i " 1, this is the maximum value. This suggests that the sample subsystem is in the ideal state of coordination. When the mean values of all the indices within subsystem i are at the minimum, dì " 1 and dí " 0, thus cd i " 0, this is the minimum value. This suggests that the sample subsystem is in its most uncoordinated state.
Inter-System Coordination Degree
Calculating the inter-system coordination degree is, in essence, calculating a multi-factor (subsystem indices) correlation analysis. In this paper, the DEA method was used to analyze inter-subsystem coordination from a macro point of view. In this method the subsystems, having balanced relationships, were regarded as the input and output of one another, and the 31 PARs were set as evaluated units and denoted by DMU n pn " 1, 2,¨¨¨, 31q [8] . The inter-system coordination degree of CSR3ES is calculated by the following (Figure 4 ). Step 2: Calculate the proximity of sample subsystem i to its ideal coordination state, i.e., the coordination degree of sample subsystem i cd (Equation (4)). cd  , this is the minimum value. This suggests that the sample subsystem is in its most uncoordinated state.
Calculating the inter-system coordination degree is, in essence, calculating a multi-factor (subsystem indices) correlation analysis. In this paper, the DEA method was used to analyze inter-subsystem coordination from a macro point of view. In this method the subsystems, having balanced relationships, were regarded as the input and output of one another, and the 31 PARs were set as evaluated units and denoted by
The inter-system coordination degree of CSR3ES is calculated by the following (Figure 4 ). Step 1: Selecting any two subsystems i and j which are the input and output of one another, and calculating the mutual input remainder and output deficit, scale benefits, and DEA effectiveness values, i  and j  , using the CCR model of DEA.
Step 2: Establishing a coordination degree calculating function (Equation (5)):
The values of . The coordination degree therefore between the selected subsystems will be low. Step 1: Selecting any two subsystems i and j which are the input and output of one another, and calculating the mutual input remainder and output deficit, scale benefits, and DEA effectiveness values, µ i and µ j , using the CCR model of DEA.
Comprehensive Coordination Degree of CSR3ES
The values of µ i and µ j are, the greater the value of cd ij becomes. This indicates a high coordination degree between the selected subsystems. When µ i " µ j the two subsystems are in an ideal state of coordination. Conversely, if the values of µ i and µ j are vastly different, there will be a small value of cd ij . The coordination degree therefore between the selected subsystems will be low.
Integrity is an important principle of system theory. The overall effect, coupled by the interaction and interrelation between the subsystems of a complex system, is far beyond the summed function of individual elements. Defining E i as the effect of subsystem i and TE as the total effect of the complex system will result in TE " ř E i`∆ E, where ∆E is the coherent effect of inter-systems. ∆E ą 0 suggests that a positive coherent effect will be exerted on the comprehensive coordination degree of the complex system through the inter-system synergistic effects, and vice versa [23] .
Definition 3. Subsystem comprehensive coordination degree. This refers to the integrated coordination degree resulting from the interactions of various subsystems S i , i.e., the summed effect of various subsystems of CSR3ES.
Definition 4.
Inter-subsystems comprehensive coordination degree. This is introduced to measure the coherent effect of inter-systems, i.e., the summed coordination effect of inter-systems.
Definition 5.
Comprehensive coordination degree of CSR3ES. This is a comprehensive index describing the overall state of the system coordination. Assuming that the state space and random state of CSR3ES are X and x, respectively, where x P X, then, according to the definition, the coordination is actually a type of scalar function which describes the system state with the corresponding state, x, as:
where CD x is the system coordination degree under state x, i.e., the comprehensive coordination of CSR3ES CCS; and f is a real function defined on X. During this investigation, CSR3ES is always regarded as an organic integrity. The integrated function is not equal to a simple sum of the functions of different parts, but equal to that of every subsystem function plus the structural functions coming from subsystem interactions. In the principle of integrity, and assuming that the subsystem and inter-subsystem comprehensive coordinated development of REEES have equal effects on the integrated development of the complex system, the designed approach for coordination computation can be defined as:
where CD 1 is the subsystem comprehensive coordination degree; and CD 2 is the inter-system comprehensive coordination degree. The calculation method for CD 1 is as follows ( Figure 5 ): 
Coordination Management of CSR3ES
which is achieved through control, adjustment and optimization, will be referred to as coordination management.
The methods and strategies for specific control, adjustment and optimization will be judged and determined by the calculated coordination degrees. According to the timing characteristics of CSR3ES, the inner-subsystem and inter-subsystem coordination degrees and comprehensive coordination degree at different stages were determined and analyzed to guide the restoration and improvement of the subsequent coordinated development of CSR3ES, as well as the decision-making process [36] (Figure 6 ). Step 1: Draw a circle O with a radius of 1 and a regular pentagon ABCDE by setting resources, environment, ecology, economy and society as its vertices.
Step 2: Set the central point of circle O as a starting point, and, based on the coordination degree level of subsystems, measure a corresponding length on lines OA, OB, OC, OD and OE, respectively. Draw a new pentagon A 1 B 1 C 1 D 1 E 1 with the intersections A 1 B 1 C 1 D 1 and E 1 as the vertices.
Step 3: The computing equation for the subsystem comprehensive coordination degree is: Similarly, the inter-system comprehensive coordination degree (CD 2 ) is calculated by establishing a regular decagon via pair-wise combinations of resources, environment, ecology, economy and society. This is followed by the construction of a corresponding decagon based on the inter-system coordination degrees of all the subsystems. The square root of the areas ratio of these two decagons is the inter-system comprehensive coordination degree.
Definition 6. Coordination management of CSR3ES. Assuming that the current and expected states of coordination of CSR3ES are denoted by x 0 and x t , respectively, the state transition process ( x 0 Ñ x t ), which is achieved through control, adjustment and optimization, will be referred to as coordination management.
The methods and strategies for specific control, adjustment and optimization will be judged and determined by the calculated coordination degrees. According to the timing characteristics of CSR3ES, the inner-subsystem and inter-subsystem coordination degrees and comprehensive coordination degree at different stages were determined and analyzed to guide the restoration and improvement of the subsequent coordinated development of CSR3ES, as well as the decision-making process [36] ( Figure 6 ). The methods and strategies for specific control, adjustment and optimization will be judged and determined by the calculated coordination degrees. According to the timing characteristics of CSR3ES, the inner-subsystem and inter-subsystem coordination degrees and comprehensive coordination degree at different stages were determined and analyzed to guide the restoration and improvement of the subsequent coordinated development of CSR3ES, as well as the decision-making process [36] (Figure 6 ). 
Result Analyses
Analyzing Subsystem Coordination Degree of PARs
Based on the normalized data and the designed calculation methods in this paper, the inner-subsystem coordination degree and subsystem comprehensive coordination degree for 31 PARs in China in 2013 are determined and shown in Table 2 . The larger values in Table 2 reflect higher levels of coordination, and vice versa. By using Excel and ArcGIS 10.2 (Esri, California, CA, USA), Radar charts of the inner-subsystem coordination degree ( Figure 7 ) and spatial distribution 
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Based on the normalized data and the designed calculation methods in this paper, the inner-subsystem coordination degree and subsystem comprehensive coordination degree for 31 PARs in China in 2013 are determined and shown in Table 2 . The larger values in Table 2 reflect higher levels of coordination, and vice versa. By using Excel and ArcGIS 10.2 (Esri, California, CA, USA), Radar charts of the inner-subsystem coordination degree ( Figure 7 ) and spatial distribution grade map of comprehensive coordination degree (Figure 8 ) are presented. As shown in Figure 8 , the darker the region color, the higher the coordination degree.
grade map of comprehensive coordination degree (Figure 8) are presented. As shown in Figure 8 , the darker the region color, the higher the coordination degree. (2) To sum up the state of coordination of PARs, the coordinated development of the ecology subsystem is the worst in China, followed by resources and society subsystems. The inner-subsystem coordination of environment and economy is in an ideal state. The economic development in China has gradually stabilized and coordinated, and the environment has recently significantly improved due to the enhancement of environmental awareness, an emphasis on environmental protection, and increasing inputs in environmental control. In the future, focus should gradually shift to the recovery and adjustment of the ecological subsystem, to efficient resource utilization, as well as fair, just and coordinated social development.
(3) The inner-subsystem coordinated development of ecology and resources is in a relatively poor state in most PARs, such as in Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Liaoning, Jiangsu, Anhui, Shandong, Henan, Hubei and Ningxia. The regions that show a relatively balanced subsystem development include Shanghai, Zhejiang, Jiangxi, Hainan, Chongqing and Sichuan, and those indicating an imbalanced subsystem development include Hebei, Henan, Guangxi, Guizhou, Tibet, Gansu, Qinghai and Xinjiang.
(4) The subsystem comprehensive coordination degree of PARs in China is generally relatively low. The PARs areas with a relatively coordinated development includes Zhejiang, Fujian, Beijing, Jiangxi, Liaoning, Shanghai, Chongqing and Heilongjiang, and PARs areas with an uncoordinated development include Hebei, Guizhou, Henan, Qinghai, Gansu, Tibet and Xinjiang. The coordinated development regions present a half-circle pattern, which is characterized by the coastal PARs encircling from the north, east and south (the regions within the red lines in Figure 8 ). The central and western regions belong to the PARs areas that have regions with a relatively low-level of coordinated development. Although Chongqing and Hunan have the potential to increase their level of development, no obvious core-peripheral spatial structure mode has taken shape.
(5) Based on similarities in the inter-subsystem coordinated development patterns (Figure 7) , the PARs can be divided into eight groups: Group 1: Tianjin, Hebei, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Jiangsu, Anhui, Shandong, Henan and Ningxia; Group 2: Beijing, Liaoning, Jilin and Heilongjiang; Group 3: Zhejiang, Fujian, Hubei, Hunan, Guangdong and Jiangxi; Group 4: Shanghai, Hainan, Chongqing, Sichuan and Shaanxi; Group 5: Guangxi and Guizhou; Group6: Yunnan and Tibet; Group 7: Gansu and Qinghai; and Group 8: Xinjiang, which is separated from other PARs in view of its specific coordinated development pattern. It can be seen from the spatial distribution grade map (Figure 9 ) that the distribution of PARs with similar development patterns is not random, their distribution is characteristic of a strong spatial dependence; that is, PARs with similar patterns tend to be adjacent to each other. It explains the region correlation of the coordinated development. Figure 8 ). The central and western regions belong to the PARs areas that have regions with a relatively low-level of coordinated development. Although Chongqing and Hunan have the potential to increase their level of development, no obvious core-peripheral spatial structure mode has taken shape. (5) Based on similarities in the inter-subsystem coordinated development patterns (Figure 7 ), the PARs can be divided into eight groups: Group 1: Tianjin, Hebei, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Jiangsu, Anhui, Shandong, Henan and Ningxia; Group 2: Beijing, Liaoning, Jilin and Heilongjiang; Group 3: Zhejiang, Fujian, Hubei, Hunan, Guangdong and Jiangxi; Group 4: Shanghai, Hainan, Chongqing, Sichuan and Shaanxi; Group 5: Guangxi and Guizhou; Group6: Yunnan and Tibet; Group 7: Gansu and Qinghai; and Group 8: Xinjiang, which is separated from other PARs in view of its specific coordinated development pattern. It can be seen from the spatial distribution grade map (Figure 9) that the distribution of PARs with similar development patterns is not random, their distribution is characteristic of a strong spatial dependence; that is, PARs with similar patterns tend to be adjacent to each other. It explains the region correlation of the coordinated development. 
Analysis of Inter-Subsystem Coordination Degrees of PARs
Similarly, based on the normalized data and the designed calculation methods in this paper, the inter-subsystem coordination degrees and the inter-subsystem comprehensive coordination degrees of PARs in China in 2013 are shown in Table 4 . The larger the values in the table, the higher the coordination levels, and vice versa. By using Excel and ArcGIS 10.2, Radar charts of the inter-subsystem coordination degrees ( Figure 10 ) and a spatial distribution grade map of comprehensive coordination degrees (Figure 11 ) are shown. As seen in Figure 11 , the darker the color, the higher the coordination degree. 
Similarly, based on the normalized data and the designed calculation methods in this paper, the inter-subsystem coordination degrees and the inter-subsystem comprehensive coordination degrees of PARs in China in 2013 are shown in Table 4 . The larger the values in the table, the higher the coordination levels, and vice versa. By using Excel and ArcGIS 10.2, Radar charts of the inter-subsystem coordination degrees ( Figure 10 ) and a spatial distribution grade map of comprehensive coordination degrees (Figure 11 ) are shown. As seen in Figure 11 , the darker the color, the higher the coordination degree. (2) In summary, for the inter-subsystem state of coordination, the coordinated development of ecology-economy, ecology-society and resource-society is not ideal; the environment-ecology subsystem is optimal. Shanghai, Fujian, Hubei, Guangdong, Hainan and Shaanxi are regions where the development of the inter-subsystems is relatively balanced, and Jiangxi, Shandong, Sichuan, Yunnan, Gansu, Qinghai and Xinjiang are regions where the development of the inter-subsystems is imbalanced. Areas with similar inter-system coordinated development patterns are located in Hebei, Inner Mongolia, Anhui, Henan and Tibet.
(3) The inter-subsystem coordinated development of PARs in China is significantly better than the comprehensive coordinated development of individual subsystems. The inter-subsystem comprehensive coordinated development is in a relatively good state for Shaanxi, Hainan, Shanghai, Guizhou, Fujian and Guangdong; it is in a relatively poor state for Inner Mongolia, Heilongjiang, Xinjiang, Sichuan, Yunnan and Shandong. An inter-subsystem coordinated development circle is formed by Shaanxi, Guizhou, Guangdong and Fujian, and this gradually spreads outwards (depicted by the red circle and arrow in Figure 11 ).
Analyzing Comprehensive Coordination Degree of CSR3ES
By substituting the obtained inner-system and inter-subsystem coordination degrees into Equation (7), the comprehensive coordination degrees of CSR3ES are shown in Table 6 . The larger the values in the table, the higher the coordination levels, and vice versa. By using Excel and ArcGIS 10.2, a Radar chart ( Figure 12 ) and a spatial distribution grade map (Figure 13 ) of the comprehensive coordination degrees is presented. As shown in Figure 13 , the darker the color, the higher the coordination degree.
(1) The comprehensive coordination degrees of CSR3ES in China are not ideal, and their development is uneven in different regions (thus the many sharp corners in red dyed areas in Figure 12 ). The regions with a relatively comprehensively coordinated development include Shanghai, Fujian, Hainan, Shaanxi, Beijing, Zhejiang and Guangdong, and those with a comprehensively uncoordinated development include Yunnan, Hebei, Shandong, Gansu, Qinghai and Xinjiang. A positive coherent effect (∆E ą 0) has been exerted on the comprehensive coordination degrees of CSR3ES by the inter-system synergistic effects of PARs (Table 6 ). 1 ∆E indicates the positive and negative of the difference between the comprehensive coordination degree of CSR3ES (CCD in Table 6 ) and subsystem comprehensive coordination degree (CCD in Table 2 ).
(2) In terms of spatial correlation, five spatial districts with different comprehensive coordination modes are formed within the 31 PARs of China. The northeastern regional group consists of Inner Mongolia, Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning; the southeast regional group includes Hunan, Jiangxi, Zhejiang, Fujian and Guangdong; the central regional random mode region includes Shaanxi, Ningxia, Shanxi, Henan, Hubei, Chongqing, Sichuan and Gansu; the northwest regional group uncoordinated mode consists of Xinjiang, Qinghai and Gansu; and the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei polarization mode is composed of Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei and Shandong. By definition, the group coordination or incoordination modes mean that the development of regions within a group is either coordinated or uncoordinated. Random group mode indicates that adjacent to the coordinated development regions there are both coordinated and uncoordinated developments that do not create any clustering effects. The polarization coordination mode means that the coordinated development of the central region inhibits the surrounding regions rather than enhancing them ( Figure 13 ). (2) In terms of spatial correlation, five spatial districts with different comprehensive coordination modes are formed within the 31 PARs of China. The northeastern regional group consists of Inner Mongolia, Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning; the southeast regional group includes Hunan, Jiangxi, Zhejiang, Fujian and Guangdong; the central regional random mode region includes Shaanxi, Ningxia, Shanxi, Henan, Hubei, Chongqing, Sichuan and Gansu; the northwest regional group uncoordinated mode consists of Xinjiang, Qinghai and Gansu; and the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei polarization mode is composed of Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei and Shandong. By definition, the group coordination or incoordination modes mean that the development of regions within a group is either coordinated or uncoordinated. Random group mode indicates that adjacent to the coordinated development regions there are both coordinated and uncoordinated developments that do not create any clustering effects. The polarization coordination mode means that the coordinated development of the central region inhibits the surrounding regions rather than enhancing them ( Figure 13 ). (2) In terms of spatial correlation, five spatial districts with different comprehensive coordination modes are formed within the 31 PARs of China. The northeastern regional group consists of Inner Mongolia, Heilongjiang, Jilin and Liaoning; the southeast regional group includes Hunan, Jiangxi, Zhejiang, Fujian and Guangdong; the central regional random mode region includes Shaanxi, Ningxia, Shanxi, Henan, Hubei, Chongqing, Sichuan and Gansu; the northwest regional group uncoordinated mode consists of Xinjiang, Qinghai and Gansu; and the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei polarization mode is composed of Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei and Shandong. By definition, the group coordination or incoordination modes mean that the development of regions within a group is either coordinated or uncoordinated. Random group mode indicates that adjacent to the coordinated development regions there are both coordinated and uncoordinated developments that do not create any clustering effects. The polarization coordination mode means that the coordinated development of the central region inhibits the surrounding regions rather than enhancing them ( Figure 13 ). 
Improvement and Measures for the Regional Coordinated Development of PARs
According to the coordination management framework of CSR3ES, and based on the analytical results of the calculated inner-subsystem, inter-subsystem and comprehensive coordination of REEES subsystems of PARs, the improvement directions and corresponding measures are established, as shown in Table 7 . Improve ecology and resources subsystems to achieve coordinated development between resources and society subsystems.
Tianjin
Ecology Ecology-Economy Improve ecology subsystem to achieve coordinated development between ecology and economy subsystems.
Hebei Ecology Ecology-Society
Improve ecology subsystem to achieve coordinated development between ecology and society subsystems.
Shanxi Resources Resources-Society
Improve resources subsystem to achieve coordinated development between resources and society subsystems.
Inner Mongolia
Ecology Ecology-Society
Liaoning Resources Environment-Ecology
Improve environment and ecology subsystems to achieve their coordinated development.
Jilin Ecology Environment-Society
Improve environment and society subsystems to achieve coordinated development between environment and society subsystems.
Heilongjiang Resources Resources-Ecology Improve resources and ecology subsystems to achieve their coordinated development.
Shanghai Resources Ecology-Society
Improve resources subsystem to achieve coordinated development between ecology and society subsystems.
Jiangsu Ecology Ecology-Economy
Improve ecology subsystem to achieve coordinated development between ecology and economy subsystems.
Zhejiang Social Environment-Ecology
Improve society subsystem to achieve coordinated development between environment and ecology subsystems.
Anhui
Ecology Environment-Ecology Improve ecology subsystem to achieve coordinated development between environment and ecology subsystems.
Fujian
Ecology Resources-Society Improve ecology and society subsystems to achieve coordinated development between resources and society subsystems.
Jiangxi Social Ecology-Economy
Improve to society subsystem to achieve their coordinated development between ecology and economy subsystems.
Shandong Ecology Ecology-Economy
Henan Ecology Ecology-Society
Improve ecology subsystem to achieve coordinated development between ecology and society. subsystems Hubei Ecology Resources-Ecology Improve ecology and resources subsystems to achieve their coordinated development.
Hunan Society Ecology-Society Improve ecology and society subsystems to achieve their coordinated development. Improve ecology subsystem to achieve coordinated development between resources and environment subsystems.
Guangxi
Society Resources-Society Improve society subsystem to achieve coordinated development between resources and society subsystems.
Hainan Economy Resources-Economy
Improve economy subsystem to achieve coordinated development between resources and economy subsystems.
Chongqing Economy Environment-ecology Improve economy subsystem to achieve coordinated development between environment and ecology subsystems.
Sichuan
Economy Ecology-Economy Improve economy and ecology subsystems to achieve their coordinated development.
Guizhou Society Environment-Society
Improve society subsystem to achieve coordinated development between environment and society subsystems.
Yunnan
Society Resources-Society Improve society subsystem to achieve coordinated development between society and resources subsystems.
Tibet Economy Ecology-Economy
Improve economy subsystem to achieve coordinated development between ecology and economy subsystems.
Shaanxi Society Resources-Economy
Improve society subsystem to achieve coordinated development between resources and economy subsystems.
Gansu Resources Resources-Ecology
Improve resources subsystem to achieve coordinated development between resources and ecology subsystems.
Qinghai Resources Resources-Ecology
Ningxia Ecology Resources-Society
Xinjiang Resources Resources-Environment
Improve resources subsystem to achieve coordinated development between resources and environment subsystems.
Discussion and Conclusions
(1) Understanding the relationships of interdependence, mutual penetration, mutual influence and mutual restraint, as well as the differences between resources, environment, ecology, economy and society, is important from a scientific perspective. Adhering to strict scientific terminology will help to clarify the study contents of each concept body, distinguish research boundaries, and guide the establishment of the coordination analysis index system of CSR3ES as well as the design of the coordination degree measurement.
(2) When conducting the coordination analysis of CSR3ES, a set of evaluating index systems of a suitable design and high operability is urgently needed. This would enable the abstract and complicated CSR3ES to be understandable, measureable and evaluable, and therefore improve its public awareness. Additionally, this will assist decision-making departments to understand the developmental status and trends of the REEES subsystems, and provide data support for coordinated subsystem development and scientific decision-making. In the coordination analysis index system of CSR3ES, the indices of the elements in different hierarchies are represented and the methods are simple and easy to operate. Furthermore, the majority of information can be obtained from census and statistical data. The comprehensive indices (inner-subsystem coordination degree, inter-subsystem coordination degree and the comprehensive coordination degree of the CSR3ES) can not only evaluate the coordination degree between the various elements, but also diagnose the causes of incoordination so that appropriate improvement strategies can be incorporated. The comprehensive index system of CSR3ES satisfies the forecasting and decision-making analysis requirements, and it can be easily understood by policy makers and accepted by the public.
(3) At present, the inner-subsystem coordinated development of China is at a relatively low level. This results in a prominent incoordination of ecology and resource subsystems. By comparing the coordination of the inner-subsystem with that of the inter-subsystem, it is evident that the coordinated development of the inner-subsystem will directly impact that of the corresponding inter-subsystems. A positive effect will be exerted on the comprehensive coordination degree of CSR3ES by the inter-system synergistic effects of PARs. The regions with similar coordinated development patterns should be considered as a whole by decision-making departments when formulating relevant policies and measures to avoid wasting resources.
(4) An integrated coupling effect can be formed through the interaction and correlation of subsystems in the complex system; thus, the compressive coordination of CSR3ES solely, not a superposed coordination of individual subsystems, but rather one that considers the coherent effect on the integrated coordination by synergistic effects between the subsystems on the basis of inner-subsystem coordination. According to the integrity principle of a complex system, a measuring method for the comprehensive coordination that covers the inner-subsystem and inter-subsystem coordination was developed. Although the inter-subsystem coordination of most PARs is in an ideal state, the comprehensive coordination degrees of CSR3ES is low due to the overall low-level of subsystem comprehensive coordination degrees.
(5) The inner-subsystem comprehensive coordinated development of PARs presents a half-circle pattern, which is constituted by the coastal PARs encircling from the north, east and south. The central and western regions belong to the relatively low-level coordinated development regions. The inter-subsystem coordinated development circle is formed by Shaanxi, Guizhou, Guangdong and Fujian, and it extends to the adjacent region. In terms of spatial correlation, five comprehensive coordinated development modes of the CSR3ES are formed. These are the northeast regional coordination mode, northwest regional uncoordinated mode, southeast regional coordination mode, central regional random mode and Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei polarization mode.
(6) In this paper, the inner-subsystem coordination, inter-subsystem coordination and comprehensive coordination of the REEES subsystems in different regions were analyzed with regard to a given time or period, and they therefore cannot reveal the vertical and horizontal coordination development trends. Since the coordination itself is constantly developing, and it is subject to mutual adjustment, subsequent research to further analyze the dynamic coordination of various subsystems should focus on T in the Formula CS REEES Ď tS 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , R a , Tu.
